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ABSTRACT

Blends of thermoplastic natural rubber
(TPNR) reinforced composite with 10%
volume fractions non directional short glass
fibre were prepared by melt blending in a
plasticorder mixer at various temperatures,
times dan mixing rates. The optimum
processing conditions were determined from
the highest value of the tensile strength
and was found that temperature was
135°C, mixing rate of 11 rpm and mixing
time of II minutes. The tensile properties
of the blend had decreased significantly
with increasing amount of glass fibre. The
SEM micrograph has shown that the
distribution of fibre in the TPNR matrix
was quite uniform.

INTRODUCTION

Fibre reinforced composites are practical and useful.
but there has always been a problem with understanding
how they work. Various kind of short fibre reinforced
composites have been developed so far including glass
reinforced composites which are among the most popular
and important worldwide. However only a small number of
studies have been reported related to the effect of
processing parameters on the physical properties of
nondirectional short glass reinforced TPNR composites.

Short fibre reinforced composite offers the potential for
high volume processing combined with high end use property
levels at lower manufacturing costs. However this high
performance level can only be obtained if the reinforcing
fibres in the final products have high aspect ratio l

. Since the
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fibre length and its' orientations can influenc the physical
properties of short-fibre reinforced composite. it is important
to control the mixing process by an appropriate choice of
processing conditions2•3 • In this study, we incorporated
nondirectional short glass fibre of 6 mm in length into a TPNR
matrix to investigate the effects of several processing
parameters on the physical properties of short fibre reinforced
composite.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials

The matrix used in this work was TPNR (Thermoplastic Natural
Rubber) which was prepared using LLDPE/NR with LNR as
compatibiliser. The samples were prepared at optimum
processing parameter as reported by Borhan4

• Short glass
fibre of type E-glass with 6 mm initial length was used as
reinforcement. The average fibre diamater was approximately
13 ums.

Processing

In order to determine the effects of mixing time, the
mixer was set at 135°C and mixing speed at 10 rpm. When
the desired temperature was reached, the matrix was charged
into the mixing chamber and was mixed for three minutes.
The glass fibre was then added and compounding was
carried out for 9 -12 minutes. After the mixing time was over,
the blend was removed and subsequently compressed at
temperature 135°C and 8 KN pressure for about 2 minutes
nto a thin sheet of 1 mm thickness. The sheet was allowed
for 24 hours of maturation period. A similar procedure was
employed to obtain a optimum mixing temperature and
mixing speed. The mixing temperatures were varied from 130
-150°C dt constant time. By using the optimum time and
temperature the mixing. speed was varied from 9-12 rpm in
order to determine the optimum mixing speed.
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From this figure, it can be seen clearly that when .the
temperatures are higher than the optimum mixing
temperature the tensile stress and strain of the composite
decreased as a result of phase separation6•

It can be concluded that the physical properties of
TPNR reinforced composite with 4.09% volume fraction of
nondirectional short glass fibre with an initial length of 6 mm
has obtained its optimum values at a mixing time of 11
minutes, mixing rate of 11 rpm and mixing temperature at
about 135°C.

At an. optimum mixing temperature, the TPNR matrix is
in a viscous state with high viscosity and by using suitable
mixing rate and mixing time, the maximum mixing effect
between glass fibre and matrix can be obtained 7• In this
condition the glass fibre can be dispersed into the matrix
more easily and the composite with good homogeneity can
be produced. However during the mixing process, the
probability of fibres crossing each other will increase as the
mixing rate and mixing time are increased. If these values are
too large as compared to the optimum values, the length of
the fibre will decrease drastically and reduce the average
length of glass fibre. This phenomena will overcome the
effects of homogeneity and weaken the physical properties
of composites.

The strength of a fibre reinforced composite depends
on several factors such as the degree of an applied load
transmitted to the fibre. This capability is a function of fibre
length and the interfacial bond between fibre and matrix8 .

The mixing process will involve large shear field which
will result in fibre breakage due to tensile, crossing and
bending stresses. As mentioned earlier, the physical properties
of composites are dependent on fibre length and it is
important to monitor the fibre length distribution. Table 1
and 2 show the influence of mixing rate and time on the
fibre length after the processing operation. The number,
average length, is defined as9 :

IN,I,
Ln = IN, Where N, is the number of fibres of length ~.
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Histogram in Figure 4 show a distribution with a tail at both
ends and none of fibres have survived unbroken after mixing
prosess as compared to initial length. The amount of fibre
broken down depends on the processings parameter such as
mixing time, mixing rate, melt viscosity and fibre volume
fraction. Filbert suggested that, the fibre breakage was
related to the wiping action generated by the screw in the
mixer. It had also been suggested that the fibre dispersion or
breakage varied with the fibre surface treatment .

CONCLUSION

This study leads to a better understanding of the effect
of processing parameter on the physical properties of short
glass fibre TPNR composite. It has been shown that the
maximum tensile strength can only be obtained at the
optimum processing parameters.
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